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Editor’s Note
Hello Readers,
January is my favorite month as it's my birthday
month, the coldest month of the year, and the beginning of the New year.
New Year is a new beginning....
It is the perfect time to look back and learn from past
experiences and make resolutions for the new year. It
is an opportunity to try new things, make changes in
our life, start on a new path, and say goodbye to bad
habits and problems. I really hope that 2022 will be
kinder and healthier for all of you.
In this edition, we have fun and exciting games like
Winter magic, My year review 2021, DE-Coding, and a
lot more. I hope you will like it, and please do not
forget to share your feedback. We are looking for
writers and artists like you, so please send us your
stories and drawings at kidliomag@gmail.com.
Wishing you all a very happy and healthy 2022!
Happy Reading!

Dhruvin Dharmendra

Dhruvin
Dharmendra

Ring Tail Raﬃ
Cover story

nness n gsr

Q: Tell us something more about your book?
I don’t want to give it all away, but the main character Ring Tail Raffi,
a ring-tailed lemur, ventures on a journey seeking a mysterious magical red owl to help him conquer his worries and fears. Along the way
he befriends a beautiful comet-moth, and together they travel to the
Blue Ombre Cave, avoiding some danger along the way. Does Ring
Tail Raffi find the Red Owl? You’ll have to read it to find out. This
book also provides relevant discussion questions to foster better
understanding of mindfulness skills and facilitate conversation about
anxiety. Included is a glossary to reinforce related vocabulary terms
as well as Interesting Fun Facts about Lemurs.
This book can be appropriate for young readers with the assistance
of their parents, and in focus groups has held the interest of children
all the way through age12.
Q: Why do you choose kids as your reader? is there any specific reason?
The concepts of Mindfulness are not often introduced to young
minds. As a therapist, I am often first introducing mindful concepts
and techniques to adults struggling with intrusive anxious thoughts.
Why not introduce mindfulness when children are young and provide
them with skills to handle various levels of stress affecting their lives?

Shari
LaRosa

Schools are starting to incorporate mindfulness into their curriculums
due to many positive effects shown in the mental health and well-being of children who practice these techniques. Research has shown
that children engaging in mindfulness skills experience reduced
stress, anxiety and reactivity. Additional benefits include improved
self-esteem, self-awareness, improved empathy, and improved
ability to manage emotions. The list goes on…Mindfulness has also
been shown to help children increase their focus and attention
spans, improve sleep, enhance positive outlooks and help with
self-regulation. It has been very exciting to see my book being used
in school curriculums and have received wonderful feedback from
teachers!

Q: First tell us something about yourself?
I am a licensed clinical therapist in private practice
working with both adolescents and adults with a focus
on treating anxiety. I am also a new empty-nester as
both of my daughters are now enjoying their college
years. I have an additional degree in childhood education with past experience teaching in elementary
schools. In my spare time, I enjoy dance fitness,
spending time with family and friends, time outdoors in
nature walking my dog, time on the water and winding
down with a good tv series in the evenings. I do have a
passion for helping others relieve stress in their lives
and I enjoy writing meaningful children’s books that can
help families enjoy more positive experiences together.

Q: How did these stories and characters come to your mind?
I began my journey as a writer with the intention to help
children in particular, learn coping skills through the power
of a story, allowing them to connect with the message in a
deeper, more meaningful way. In efforts to reduce the
stigma surrounding anxiety, my hopes were to facilitate
conversation between children and their parents, teachers,
therapists or other caregivers in their lives.
Q: When did you write your first story? Is it published
or not?

I began drafting my first story ‘Ring Tail Raffi – Mindfulness
in Madagascar’ in August of 2020. It was officially
Q: How and when did your journey start as a
published with Gatekeeper Press, a hybrid publisher in
writer?
July, 2021. I very much enjoyed the creative process and
the collaboration between myself and my illustrator AlesAs a therapist, I’ve witnessed how anxiety has been so
sandra Cimatoribus. She is a very talented, award-winning
prevalent in society, especially since the start of the
illustrator. I am a huge fan of the way she depicts animals
pandemic.
in nature and credit her with bringing my story to life.

1

I partook in an educational interactive Lemur experience and I
learned much about lemurs and their native habitat. I found them to
be such fascinating animals. This would be my future character of
choice! I learned how critically endangered they are, and should not
be considered as a pet. There are various conservation foundations
set up to help preserve many lemur species. I felt a connection to the
lemurs that I wanted to share with others and that led to casting my
main character in my book as a lemur.

Ring Tail Raffi

is a story about a Lemur
living with anxiety who ventures on a life changing
journey, ultimately learning mindfulness skills to cope
with his worries and fears. This story introduces
young minds to beginner’s mindfulness concepts,
followed by interactive questions fostering dialogue
between children and caregivers such as parents,
teachers or therapists.
For all those interested in nature and animals, we
also learn some fun facts. Let’s experience learning
Mindfulness in Madagascar with this lovable Lemur!

           

          

Q: Do you want to leave any message for your readers?
It has been my greatest pleasure writing and releasing this book!
You can see further information as well as links to purchase on my
author page ShariLaRosa.com and follow on Instagram @connectedmindcounseling
I hope to encourage open dialogue about anxiety so when children
recognize symptoms of worry, there is greater comfort in disclosing
their feelings with others they trust!
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New Release

Activity

My Year

Review

2021

Charles
Washington
Along with regularly loosing his keys and
wallet, there were moments in life where he was
desperately trying not to lose hope. And as a
result, finding purpose became the alarm clock
that awakened the courage to pursue his dreams.
As a father, educator, song writer, author and lover
of art, Charles David Washington paints portraits with
words to inspire the inner child in us all.
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Charlie Sunshine puts his problem-solving skills to the test when a rainy day causes a dilemma for
Gianna. Her mom tries unsuccessfully to salvage their day before enlisting the aid of a special friend.
With some help from Charlie, Gianna learns that even being inside on a rainy day can be fun when we
choose to look on the bright side! This enjoyable story is perfect for helping young children navigate
their emotions when faced with situations they wish were different.
3
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Author Interview

SALMA SOLIMAN

The Series of

Volume 1
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7RPP\·V Unstoppable Gran
New Release

& The Magic Potion

I am a marketing consultant by trade with a degree in Business Marketing, a masters in Management
Practice and diplomas in both Direct Marketing and Editing and Proof reading.

Facts

Do You K

Family life during the last 10 years has led me down an alternative career path to my marketing consul-

oting positivity. Our children have the world ahead of
ontinuously achieve marvelous things!

juggle a full-time (and full-on) career with two small children (and then four years later, a third).

Tomatoes and Avacados

2014, I set up my own children's entertainment business which was a huge success.
Between running the business, home and looking after the family, I've worked part time in the

are actually fruits, not vegetables

Zoo, Mount Pleasant, Cucumber, Tango in Halifax, Foyle's War, The A Word, various television commercials and some photographic work.
In 2016, I took a small break from this to have my third child and to look after my second child who had
a little bit of leukaemia to deal with (after two years of treatment, she's now thankfully fully back to
to diversify!
Since March 2020 I have been writing and revisiting my marketing, editing and proof reading skills. I
completed a Diploma in Editing and Proof Reading during lockdown to refresh my skills and to help
with my writing (and to assist in the critique of my fellow writers). I was awarded a distinction from the
Centre of Excellence.
During this time I have been writing across various genres. Watch this space for my other projects
coming fully into fruition including a Young Adult Fantasy, a self-help and a rom-com.

Lea Reveley

ld continues to lay imprisoned in the shackles of racial
ion and bias, Brittany wishes for a bright future for her
d yours. An advocate for social justice, she dreams of a
ual opportunities and of a time when her 4 children –
, Mika, and Binta – can grow up to become respectful,

than the Sword. Brittany believes the way to improving

5 Aquatic Animals in the picture.

What would happen if a potion with magical qualities ever got into the
wrong hands? Tommy and his Gran are tasked with making sure that this
doesn’t happen.
Gran is no stranger to tricky situations, being accident prone, hard of hearing
and often getting things mixed up; she’s lucky to have her grandson by her
side to help her out.
Things change when they stumble across a mysterious book in a charity shop
window. This leads to a meeting with Queen, to taking on robbers and dog
snatchers.
No-one is a match for this Gran.

7

A story that explores positive themes such as:

Bees are found everywhere in the world
apart from Antarctica.

It is physically impossible
for pigs to look
up into the sky.
8

Author Interview
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grown by Christopher Qualley
in the USA weighed 10.7kg
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Number
is the only one
with the same
amount of letters.
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New Release

A Very Special

Gift

"A very Special GIFT" is a fairy tale for children with special needs.
When a child is given as a gift to the fairy kingdom as a present
from above, a terrible curse is given by a black cloud called Mr.
Shadow, giving difficulties to walk talk and learn hoping to bring
sorrow, anger and pain to the kingdom. 3 magical fairies give the
little baby 1 gift each to try bring hope to the kingdom.
This little princess is not like any other and demonstrates that
nothing in life is easy, but with love and kindness to each other we
can learn of each other's differences and we can help
make each other's dreams come true.

News

News 2021
Tokyo 2020 Olympics
Sp
ac

ex

Tokyo 2020's 339 events in 33 sports—the
Four SpaceX tourists landed in the

Atlantic Ocean off the coast of Florida after
spending three days in space, successfully
concluding the first orbital mission in history with
no professional astronauts on board.

most in Olympic history—included the Olympic
debut of sports such as skateboarding, sport
climbing, surfing and karate, as well as events
such as BMX freestyle and 3x3 basketball.

Laura Loyola
Laura Loyola is a mum of a beautiful girl called Emma, who was born with a rare
syndrome. Laura, originally from Chile in South America studied Architecture and
moved to Australia 11 years ago to do a masters in restoration. In Australia she met
her husband and felt pregnant. Even though her pregnancy was not planned they
expected to be able to continue her studies and work.
Laura at the time was working in a disable school in Canberra as a learning support
assistant, Laura always felt joy every day at work, seeing the kids have fun and learning
new things every day and being part of their life as a person that help with some of the
goals that each of them was working on. She never knew that this experience could be
her life one day very soon.

Norway just hit a record in its move to phase out cars
that rely on fossil fuels. More than 9 in 10 new cars sold
there in September were either electric or rechargeable
hybrids, according to the Norwegian Information Council
for Road Traffic, or OFV. Of all new passenger cars sold so
far in 2021, less than 5% are gas-powered. A slightly
smaller percentage use diesel.

Laura had her baby and quickly everything in her life turned dark. The simple everyday task
became unthinkable, and her daughter was a question mark everywhere she went. No one
knew what was wrong and many hospital trips and surgeries happened in the first years which
meant for Laura and her Husband a loss of their job and a move to Melbourne where the children
hospital was going to be part of their everyday life.

Kamala Devi Harris

is an American
politician and attorney who is the 49th and current
vice president of the United States. She is the first
female vice president and the highest-ranking
female official in U.S. history, as well as the first
African American and first Asian American vice
president.

Laura joined multiple support groups around the world with the hope to find some answers, and one day a
mum from the other side of the world seeing Emma with a patch in her eye, sent her a book.
This book called "The patch" was the first book that resonated with Emma, at the time 2 years old.
She could finally relate to what she was in front of her and this gave Laura an idea.
Since Laura's Favorite books of Disney were no longer fit for the new circumstances of Emma's life, she wrote her own fairy tale. " A very special
GIFT"
Now 8 years later the book will be available to all children. The book looks to burst the bubble of the world of disability and show the new
generations that we are all different and THAT make us unique. To make inclusivity a new NORMAL and allowing every child to be their own
person with no limitations on their dreams.
Kids need to understand that we are all going through something, and is OK to not fit in in a stereotype. We don't need to all be the same, or
have the same wants and dreams, it is important that we understand from the very beginning that YOU are unique and being RESPECTFUL to
people that are different to US.
If we are in a world where we are all open to every reality that is not our own, we will NOT find so strange to see a person in a wheelchair, or
without hair, or that communicate with signs, or that have a different colour of skin.
We MUST change the world for the future generations and what a better way to do it through the children that are the future."

11

India rolled out the world’s largest vaccination

drive on January 16 to vaccinate around 300
million priority groups against the coronavirus
disease (COVID-19).

Cristiano Ronaldo's

removal of two
Coca-Cola bottles at a Euro 2020 news conference
coincided with a $4 billion drop in the market value
of the American drink giant.

12

Author
Interview
What better
way to change
society for the bet

Diva Magic

The Divatastic Be‛s
Nancy Franklin-Wright

utmost pride in that! Over the years, we have
color. These issues motivated me to establish a
the author of children’s books.

                            

To date, I’ve written two books for children, a
written what I believe will keep children capt
them aware in the most engaging manner.
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New
Release
than by
educating
the little ones who are yet to step foot

Empathy
Respect for the elderly generation

Little Nikki

Have A Fabulous

tnessed the current and past social injustice to people of
ositive notion about my community, with which I became

With a magic potion that gives Gran superpowers, and the
threat of it getting into the wrong hands – we’re in for a heck
of a ride.Will life ever be the same again for this crazy duo?

3

Her Journey To Self-Love

being a mother of four little munchkins, I have carefully
ed. With my books, I want to teach our youth and make

January

Nicole Marshall
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Author Interview
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The Little Bird Series Loni Hoots
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New Release

Let’s Tour The World
A Globe Adventure

Activity

Coding!
Decode the Message

Theresa Lynn
My name is Theresa Lynn, and I am a children's
book author. I have taught elementary education
for 27 years and hold an Elementary Education
K-6 bachelor’s degree and a master’s degree in
Curriculum, Instruction, and Assessment.
I published my first children’s book with the publication company Fulton Books, entitled: Let’s
Tour the World: A Globe Adventure. I enjoy writing children’s poetry, and I am currently working
on my second book in this adventure series. My
message for children is to, “enjoy the adventure
of reading and have fun learning new things!”

A B C D E F G H I

L

J

K L M N O P Q R S T
U

V W X Y

Z

www.theresalynnbooks.com

Imagine spinning the globe and finding
yourself in many wonderful places around
the world. A family is making plans for a
summer trip. A young boy grabs his globe
and gives it a spin. He realizes this is not just
an ordinary globe. As it spins and glows, he is
whisked away to many fun and exciting
places. He is on a journey to find ideas for
summer vacation.

19
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Author Interview

Gail Morin
          



              

                               
             
                                     
                                                                  
                                
             

The Adventures Of
Super Alert Dog
Super Alert dog magically appears when there is cyber bulling, as well as any online dangers
and stranger danger. Super Alert dog saves the day on different adventures. He also wears a
cape. He is a superhero dog when he gets alerted on his super alert tablet. When a child is in
danger, or experiences cyber bullying, or any online danger, Super Alert dog magically shows
up to save the day and to teach good moral lessons. He offers advice on sharing, getting along,
and spreading joy and peace. He teaches children about using manners too. As he becomes
friends with the children, he has many different adventures. Super Alert dog is so fun to watch
and to learn from.
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Book Recommendation

poem

Book Recommendation
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StoryStory

The Halloween Gift
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Story

Dino – Might

Creative Corner

Backyard

“Stop digging in our
Timmy! Naughty dog!” Lily yelled.
She was a poor and kind-hearted school girl. She had sandy brown hair,
green eyes and plump cheeks. Timmy kept on digging until…his mistress’ eyes popped out! She saw a giant hard thing covered with mud.
“What is this?” exclaimed Lily. She uncovered the mud out of the strange

Fossil

”, she said, “I
looking thing and deafeningly screamed. “It’s a
better make a few phone calls.” So, Lily called the Inspector. She importantly spoke to Inspector Jenks. He suggested visiting the
and speaking to the

Museum

Curator. You’ll get money too, he said.

After Lily handed over the fossil, she came to know the fossil was of a

dinosaur. She lived a lavish life after receiving lakhs of money.
         

Written by Viana Shah
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